
Keith Gonzales 
 
El Pollo Loco 
13850 Goldenwest St 
Westminster CA 92683 
 
Employee ID: 580 
General Manager: Jose Hernandez 
 
Special Instructions: 

● Managers need the coach to be actively supporting the participant. Coach should be double 
checking participant’s work and guide them to be on schedule. Participant and coach should be 
smiling and provide great customer service as well. 

● Every Wednesday Keith’s new work schedule comes out and ready to view in the back 
room touch screen. 

● Every other Wednesday Keith gets paid. Have him ask manager for it. 
● MAKE SURE KEITH HAS A CLEAN SHAVE AND CLEAN UNIFORM! 

 

Areas Of Improvement: 

● Keith is super friendly! He may talk too much and talk over coach when receiving instructions. 
Keep him motivated and focused on his work task. Do not let him talk about non work related 
subjects. 

● Motivate Keith to be confident! He will worry about how he is doing. Praise him! If not, he will 
doubt himself and will not want to work. 

● Coach should front load Keith clear directions, “First we do this THEN that...” Keith needs help 
with multitasking. He may forget what he needs to do. Give him 2 tasks to do and check for 
understanding. Listing too many tasks may overwhelm him. 

● Tasks: 
○  Greet Manager and co-workers 
○  Wash hands for 20 seconds, Finger tips to elbow 
○ Clean Lobby Tables. Use sanitizer bucket with 2 green cloth rags. One cloth is to clean 

the tables the other to clean the chairs (coach). 
○  Sweep lobby floor.Use the Green broom to sweep the lobby. (*Blue broom is for the 

kitchen and Black broom is for outside concrete scrubbing) 
○  Clean the trash cans. Wipe the tops clean. Dispose the cloths. Dispose the water from 

bucket and refill it with clean water and sanitizer. Return it to its place. 
○  Refill Salsa Bar. Wash hands first. Keith and coach should wear gloves.( the salsa 

pitchers are in the refrigerator). DO NOT OVERFILL SALSA BAR. 
○   Stock salsa bar supplies. (salsa cups, lids, napkins) Use BROWN NAPKINS ONLY to 

clean the salsa bar. Coach and Keith need to take care of this always. 
○  Table touching. Keith should provide Customer Service. He can take the condiment 

tray to customers.Prompt him to ask if he can clear (pick up tray) the table, if everything 



is ok or if customer needs anything else. He should answer: “My pleasure” instead of 
“Your welcome” 

○  Table touching. Always go the extra mile for the restaurant. Have initiative. Coach 
should feel part of the restaurant and provide customer service too. Manager likes this. 

○  Refill ice. Keith stocks ice in the drive thru AND in the lobby. Wash hands & wear 
gloves. Keith must wears back brace as well. 

○  Clean the glass doors. Entrance and side door. USE WATER ONLY and paper towels. 
Also check what other windows need to be clean. Keith does not need to clean all the 
windows every time. He just needs to make sure that the overall appearance of the lobby 
is good. 

○  Check lobby & salsa bar again. When Keith is providing Customer Service coach 
should look for details that need to be taken care of. Both areas should be extremely 
clean. 

○  Bathrooms. Wear gloves. Get bottle with blue liquid (spic n span) to clean mirror. Get 
necessary supplies (toilet seat covers, toilet paper, paper towels, hand soap). Coach 
should check the bathroom is clean before moving into the next task. 

○  Trash. Always Wear gloves. Keith needs 2 trash bags in each trash can. Always handle 
trash outside, never in the restaurant. Take it to dumpster and shut the lid. 

○  Check lobby & salsa bar again. When Keith is providing Customer Service coach 
should look for details that need to be taken care of. Both areas should be extremely 
clean. 

 
 After everything looks good Keith asks manager for his break. He needs to be redirected to make 
sure the lobby looks good before getting his 10 MINUTE BREAK. 
 
Keith likes to stick to what his usual tasks are. Guide him to work on deep cleaning task. Motivate 
him to take initiative in doing additional tasks such as sweeping the kitchen (blue broom), taking 
out the kitchen trash, and cleaning the dumpster area. 
Everything should look good before he clocks out. Coach should be aware of time management. 
Redirect and motivate Keith to perform his best. 

 

 

 
 


